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About This Game

One Hit KO is a fast-paced, single-player, 2-button fighting game that pays homage to classic martial arts video games and
movies.

Press left to hit left, press right to hit right, but be careful, if you miss it´s over! One Hit KO is a simple game about pure skill,
reflexes and concentration.

As you keep playing new enemy types are introduced and the game quickly becomes frantic and exhilarating. You'll fall many
times before reaching the end, and that's ok because the game frequently rewards you with one of the 24 unlockable characters

to keep you motivated.

Features:

References to the 80's and 90's world of martial arts.

Unlock 24 playable characters as you improve your high score (cosmetic, no gameplay changes).

Learn to defeat 8 enemy types (+1 final boss).

One long level with 7 random scene changes (cosmetic, no gameplay changes).
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Only one (secret) power-up to aid you, your skills and reflexes are what matters.
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Title: One Hit KO
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Three Frog Studios
Publisher:
Three Frog Studios
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2017
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A fun game based on the book The Ables. This game is essentially a sequel to that book, but you don't really need to read the
book to understand what's going on in the game. They do a pretty good job of exposition while still throwing you right into the
action. It's not a particularly inventive platformer, but there is a compelling story and the game itself is fun to play. It also works
well with an xbox controller.. I love this game. I play this game all the time single player. I guess the activity meter doesn't count
that.

I found something fantastic I want to share with everyone. I found out how to unlock the inner roads and castle areas of the
Nordschleife track.

Background:
Get the track: Nordschleife_v0_9_for_GTR2.rar .

In file Specialfx.tec
in the Roads section in Materials add rdta_hill
in the Low Grip Roads in Materials add rdta_rally,gras_oldb,oldb_bian

You can now drive on rally sections in the interior of the 13 mile main circuit. Enjoy!
. Pure♥♥♥♥♥♥. This game is a great RTS, easy to play and alot of fun with friends. I do think everyone should get each 8-Bit
game since it adds alot more people to play as. 10/10. This is the 2nd game of the Oik series from the developer Dr_Crewcut.
They copied the idea from the developers of the Zup! series. Nevertheless, this is an interesting puzzle game well suited for
hardcore achievement hunters, casual gamers and small children. Well worth the money if you are looking for a nice relaxing
casual game.. After having played the game during early access, and loving it, I must say that I am no longer feeling the same
way about it. A newer update completely changed the game for me, and has made it more frustrating than fun.

For example: first level is insanely hard to beat, even on the easiest difficulty I could find. There is just way more going on than
there was before it was changed. Honestly, a casual mode should be really easy and that's all I expect. Because of this change, I
feel as if the game was a waste of money and time and will no longer have a place on my machine.

For those who enjoy a challenge, I say go for it. For those who just want a time killer, and don't like listening to the same song
three times in a row, take your money elsewhere.. awesome rubber ducky. It's been a while since I've played a rhythm game, but
this is just what I needed right now! More Dance Dance Revolution in it's approach to gameplay than say a Guitar Hero type
game, but the tracks cover a fair amount of ground. Great production value too, with slick menus and enjoyable storytelling
done through comics with charming writing.

I would love to see some more sound effects when you land punches and kicks, especially when the action cuts away for those
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bullet time special moves. So far, everything else makes this game a real winner.
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Can be a little fun when youre bored. Ok the short answer is that it is an American Football game on the PC and if you like
American Football you should enjoy this. Axis Football 2017 has it's flaws such as no penilties and the announcer keeps saying
the same things as far as I can tell and it gets annoying but it is better than no announcer. Learn a few pass and run plays for
offense and you are good and learn a few choice defense plays. There are a wide variety of defense and offense plays but I only
use a few and win with hardly any problem on Pro Level and All-Star Level just makes the Computer Player a bit better and
they will score a lot though you should also no matter the difficulty setting. I haven't played an American Football game in about
16 years so I can't really compare it to other games of this type but it is fun for what it is. Coach Mode is nice and Acton Mode
is good.. Very Intresting Game. I Enjoyed It. Maybe A Resolution Option Would Be Nice. But Other Then That Its A Solid
Experience.

Pros:
- Fun Gameplay
- AWESOME Music
- Controller Support
- Good Amount Of Replay Value
- Nice Art Style/Game Look
Cons:
- No Select Resolution Option Or Fix For Ultra Wide Mointors.(Just Some Minor Visual Glitches On Them)
- Would Like To See More Audio Options For Sound Cuz That Music Is Amazing. Some Volume Sliders For Music/Sfx Would
Be Nice Too.

Will Update Review When Patches Come Out.

- Review By Joewee121

. Worked for me. I had 2 runs and though the map and the main story stay the same, it was fun.. PLEASE MAKE THE GAME
LAST LONGER!!!!!
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